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Abstract 
The disciplines of architecture and music interact with each other throughout history. Works of architecture and music are 
influenced by the semantic and historic features of the period lived in. Composers and architects create their works taking 
advantage of the stylistic or conceptual data. In both of these disciplines ideas result in concrete products by means of different 
tools. Baroque era covers the period from 1580 to 1750. In contrast to the balanced and rational attitude of the Renaissance, 
during Baroque period dynamic, glitzy and dramatic elements have been used. Features of this period are evident in architecture 
and music as well as other branches of art. This research comprises the examination of the effects of Baroque features on musical 
and architectural pieces. The study addresses with examples the architectural highlights of the Baroque era in Italy, and the art of 
J.S. Bach's fugues.  
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1. Introduction 
For The word Baroque comes from the Portuguese word barroco meaning "imperfect, irregular pearl". In addition 
to Italy, Baroque art has been interpreted in France, Spain, Austria, Germany, Poland and Russia (Germaner, 1997). 
In contrast to the balanced, rational, and straight lines of Renaissance, we see dynamic, dramatic, flashy items, and 
undulations are observed on facades. Sculptural facades and decorative schemes emerge to the foreground (Hasol, 
2008). 
2. Architecture in the Baroque period 
Baroque architecture emerged in Italy as a reaction to the strict rules of the Renaissance. Rome is regarded as the 
birthplace of Baroque art which spanned all of the 17th century and the first half of the 18th (Hasol, 2008). In 
examples of Baroque architecture curved lines, surfaces and motion created through light add rhythm to the 
structure. Curved lines dominate not just the facades but the floor plans as well. During the Baroque period oval 
plans replace the rectangular schematic of the Renaissance. Especially the interiors of the structures are full of light. 
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The floor plans of the churches have ovals or ellipses intersecting each other merging the areas (Germaner, 1997, 
Bazin, 1964). 
2.1. Baroque architecture in Italy 
In Italy, starting in the 1630s we come across to the High Baroque style of architecture. Among the creators of 
this style we can count Gianlorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) and Francesco Borromini (1599-1667). Among the works 
of the Italian architects of this period, Guarino Guarini (1624-1683) provides the most baroque features (Turani, 
2003). 
Bernini's design approach, a modified central plan and the oval shape come to the fore . That the building is a 
church is clearly evident from the curvature of the upper walls as one approaches the church. The plan of the church 
is a rotated oval where the main flow path is along the short axis (Roth, 2002) (Figure 1). 
 
             
 
Figure 1. Bernini, Sant 'Andrea al Quirinale Church, Rome, 1658-1670 (URL-1, 2012) 
 
The radical change Borromini introduced to the design of the church is that he based the plan and the cross 
section of the entire composition on a symbolic equilateral triangle module instead of the traditional column 
diameter module. He merged two large equilateral triangles on a common base, surrounded by an oval. With its 
fluctuating, undulating surfaces and sculptural decorations, the church facade shows striking deviations from the 
principles of classic design. It is one of the major religious works of Italian Baroque architecture (Germaner, 1997, 
Roth, 2002) (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Borromini, the Church of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Rome, 1638-1641 (URL-2, 2012, URL-3, 2012) 
 
Guarini's works have been effective in spreading Baroque architecture in Europe. The new version of the cornices 
and windows of the Baroque period come to the fore in the works of Guarini (Turani, 2003). The dome of the 
Chapel of the Holy Shroud is made of overlapping arches which let the scattered light the inside. There is a window 
in each of these arches. This structure, despite presenting complex forms, directly reflects structural function and 
mathematical clarity (Roth, 2002) (Figure 3). 
 
                                                    
 
Figure 3. Guarini, Cappella della Santissima Sindone Torino, 1667-1690 (Moffett et al., 2008, URL-4, 2012) 
3. Music in the Baroque period  
Many works of architecture and music appeared during this period when the exaggeration in architectural works 
is also reflected in the music where harmony has reached its extreme point. Looking at the most important works of 
the Baroque period, the curved lines and embellishments in architecture show themselves in the period’s music as 
magnificent and extravagant decorations based on mathematical and geometric proportions.  
Jean Jacques Rousseau described Baroque music as that in which harmony is confused, charged with 
modulations and dissonances, having difficult intonations and constrained movement (Hasol 2008). Gesualdo, 
Monteverdi, Frescobaldi, Schutz, Schein and Scheidt between 1600-1670; Carissimi, Cavalli and Locke between 
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1640-1670; Lully, Purcell, Buxtehude, Pachelbel, and Corelli between 1670-1710; Rameau, Scarlatti, Bach and 
Handel between 1710 -1750 are considered important composers of the Baroque period (Akdeniz, 1999). 
The Baroque composer Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) left his mark in history with his most important 
works in this period. His compositions for the instruments of the period such as Organ, Harpsichord and Klavier 
Wohltemperierte¹ embody the mathematical and geometric ratios of the period and are some of the most important 
works which include the features of the art of counterpoint² and fugue³. 
 
 
 
 
¹Das Wohltemperierte Klavier: Well-tempered or equally arranged keyboard.  
²Counterpoint: Point counter to the point. The process of merging two or more melody lines  in accordance with 
specific technical and aesthetic criteria. 
³Fugue: is a type of contrapuntal and is a form used in polyphonic music. A theme is composed and then repeats  
itself in different keys and shades. 
3.1. Art of the fugue in Baroque music 
J.S. Bach's art of the fugue- a synthesis of polyphonic composition- can be considered one of the greatest artistic 
masterpieces of human intelligence. His fugue arises from a single theme and presents itself as a whole. It is 
comprised of 19 masterpieces that touch on all aspects of the art of Fugue. Bach named these fugues 
"Contrapunctus". Even though it is known that it was intended for the keyboard, it is more frequently performed by 
a string quartet. 
In addition, the art of the fugue has two fugues and the final great unfinished fugue written four canons and the 
two piano-forte had (Tarcan, 2000). Bach started writing it in 1742, made several changes and worked on it until his 
death, but could not complete it (AltÕnel and Buke, 2006). Contrapuncti are shown under the name “Fugue” with 
examples of short phrases (Figure 4). 
 
 
   
 
Figure 4. J. S. Bach, examples of art of the Fugue (URL-5, 2012) 
 
The section selected from the 555 sonatas composed by Domenico Scarlatti, an important figure in keyboard 
music, embody the art of adornment which is a feature of the period (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. E Major K.380 (URL-6, 2012)  
4. Findings and Results 
As a result of the research, it is observed that the characteristics of Baroque era art had profound effect on the 
works of architecture and music. In contrast to the Renaissance, in the Baroque period the narratives are more 
vibrant and exciting.  
In the samples of Baroque era art, curved line and areas, under erratic light, gives rhythm to structure and make it 
possible to create a movement that connected to light (Germaner, 1997). Similar to this, baroque era musical works 
show a tendency to have excessive decorations with their long and fluent melody and various rhythms (Akdeniz, 
1999). 
 
 
It can be said that the works in the fields of both architecture and music have a rich language and poetic 
expression. When prominent architectural and music samples from the period are examined, designs made of 
geometric proportions and mathematical rules stand out. Common concepts such as harmony, proportion, symmetry, 
rhythm and construction are used effectively in both disciplines and have influenced the designers. 
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